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FURNITURE



?CITY AREAS,
?PARKS,
?PLAYGROUNDS,
?YARDS,
?BALCONIES...

INNOVATIVE APPROACH

FUNCTIONALITY

CREATIVITY

QUALITY AND DURABILITY.

URBAN FURNITURE
 For the more appealing and functional  environment

LET'S JOIN FORCES TO ARRANGE THE SPACE WE LIVE IN AND 
CHERISH!
 

Urban furniture enhances our environment and provides  much needed comfort  within the  
natural setting.

Let's bring together natural and urban elements to create a cheerful and positive environment!

Let us survey your ourdoor area ( a yard, a balcony, an area in front of your house, 
commercial buildinng  or a hotel) and we will come up with  a quality architectural solution 
to meet your needs.

Have a look at our range of products and don't hesitate to contact us for further 
information or advice.

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

We furnish:

 We promise to provide:
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PRODUCTS

Benches

Our comfortable, innovative benches are  good value for 
money.  They can be made with or without a back rest.  They 
can be designed to have a futuristic look or can  be custom-
made to meet your requirements.  We will do our utmost to 
protect the benches so that they  are both  weatherproof and 
resistant to mechanical impact.

Bike stands

Once you get one of our bike stands you won't have to tie your 
bike to a road sign or a light pole. There are no prescribed 
dimensions for bike stands so, if none of our products meet 
your requirements, we will build a stand to cater for your 
needs.

Litter bins

Canopies

Children playgrounds

They should be durable,  practical and plenty,  right?
These are made from steel plates and have epoxy and 
polyurethane coating.  They can be custom-made and painted 
so that they match your facility perfectly. If necessary and 
required they can be galvanized and plastic coated.

The playgrounds are safe, constructed from the  best  
materials, innovative and  creative.  They help develop 
children’s mental and physical abilities.  They are versatile and 
have multiple possibilities for combining in  given conditions. 
Our range of products include: slides, seesaws, horizontal bars,  
swings, game tables, etc.

Besides the products listed above, we also make planters, fences, pillars, pergolas, kiosks, 
bollards, billboards, etc.

Visit our website: www.urbanaoprema.rs and find out more.

Our nicely designed, quality  canopies provide protection for 
you and your precious vehicle against exposure to sun, rain and 
snow.  They can be  useful everywhere: above the front door,  
as a car protection, at bus stops, to shield bicycles…
  

 For the more appealing and functional environment
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capacity ( 35l)  - This  traditional looking bin is an economical solution. It can  suit any setting.  It is designed to 
be easily lined and emptied. The bin is practical, made from steel plates and thin-wall pipes. Designed for 
longevity,  it is protected with an epoxy and polyurethane coating.  

LITTER BIN  TYPE 01

900 3500300

LITTER BIN  TYPE 01

Litter Bin Classic

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

 For the more appealing and functional environment

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)
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LITTER BIN  TYPE 02 

This bin caters for the needs of large areas with a bigger number of people and a  larger need for litter 
disposal. Its design enables easy lining and emptying.  The bin is practical, made from steel plates and thin-wall 
pipes. Designed for longevity,  it is  protected with an epoxy and polyurethane coating. 

Big capacity  Litter Bin (50 l)

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 02
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane

DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)



DIMENSION

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)
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900 400 2500

LITTER BIN  TYPE 03 

These bins are made from steel plates and pipes.  They are cheerful, positive and unusual!  They are designed for 
outdoor use and will be appreciated by  those who rise against dullness and monotony!  They can be painted in 
the colour of your choice and can be custom - made to meet your needs.

Litter Bin with a difference

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 03
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane



DIMENSION
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845 420 5000

LITTER BIN  TYPE 04

Designed to be practical and contemporary in style. It features a special steel lining  for posting and emptying 
litter.  The ashtray facility  can be  emptied separately.  The bin fits nicely  with other urban furniture. 

Litter Bin with a key operated ashtray

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 04
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane



DIMENSION
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850 560 5000

LITTER BIN  TYPE 05

To empty the bin, simply turn it upside down. The chain it hangs on provides stability. This modern, mint green 
bin will uplift  your space.  It has a quality epoxy and polyurethane coating. It is fitted to the concrete surface 
with anchoring bolts.

Easy-empty Litter Bin

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 05
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane



DIMENSION
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1000 200 2000

LITTER BIN  TYPE 06

capacity (20 l) - This bin occupies very little space,  is fitted to the ground with anchoring bolts and can be 
emptied by smokers themselves. It sucessfully deals with the problem of cigarette butts scattered all around. On 
the top there is a stubber and an ash hopper. This ashtray facility is separate from the litter bin below.  Since this 
bin is designed for smokers, the front aperture is only  big enough to discard  cigarette boxes. 

Ashtrays for areas outside commercial buildings

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 06
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane



DIMENSION
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800 410 3500

LITTER BIN  TYPE 07 

capacity ( 35 l) - The steel lining can be taken out and emptied. The  two apertures on the top  prevent 
discarding of unwanted litter. It is made from steel plates and thin-wall pipes. It can be fitted to the concrete 
surface with anchoring bolts.  Top quality protection with a coat of epoxy and polyurethane.

Litter bin with a hanging ashtray

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 07
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane



DIMENSION
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610 382 3000

LITTER BIN  TYPE 08 

These bins are made from steel plates and pipes. They are cheerful, positive and unusual! They are designed for 
outdoor use and will be  appreciated by those who rise agains dullness and monotony! They can be painted any 
colour you desire and can be custom-made. 

Litter bin with a difference

Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.

LITTER BIN  TYPE 08
 For the more appealing and functional environment

Depth
(mm)

Widht
(mm)

Hight
(mm)

Basic protection

Final protection

Paint

Material Steel plates, thin wall-pipes

Gray, black, 
braon, green 

Epoxid

Polyurethane



Let's join forces to arrange the space we live in and cherish.
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